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Fluttering Energy Harvesters in the Wind: A Review
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Abstract
The growing area of harvesting energy by aerodynamically-induced flutter in a fluid stream is reviewed. Numer-
ous approaches were found to understand, demonstrate and [sometimes] optimise harvester performance based on
Movement-Induced or Extraneously-InducedExcitation. Almost all research was conducted in smooth, unidirectional
flow domains; either experimental or computational. The power outputs were found to be very low when compared
to conventional wind turbines, but potential advantages could be lower noise levels. A consideration of the likely out-
door environment for fluttering harvesters revealed the flow would be highly turbulent and having a mean flow angle
in the horizontal plane that could approach a harvester from any direction. Whilst some multiple harvester systems
in smooth, well-aligned flow found enhanced efficiency (due to beneficial wake interaction) this would require an
invariant flow approach angle. It was concluded that further work needs to be performed to find a universally accepted
metric for efficiency and to understand the effects of the realities of the outdoors, including the highly variable and
turbulent flow conditions likely to be experienced.
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1. Introduction and background1
Energy extracted from the wind has been, and would appear to continue to be a vital source of renewable energy.2
Traditionally, wind-energy transduction to mechanical or electrical energy has been accomplished through the use of3
wind turbines. Multiple kilo- or mega-watt class turbines are often arranged together in outdoor areas and strategically4
placed to maximise harvesting potential. Energy supply to power grids from these wind farms is increasing steadily5
around the world. As of 2010, worldwide wind-energy capacity reached 196 MW and is projected to reach 1,5006
MW by the year 2020 [1]. More recently, wind turbines have been scaled down in size for deployment into urban or7
suburban environments. Despite continued developments, there have been concerns with urban-based wind turbines8
on the basis of noise, vibration, cost-effectiveness and safety [e.g. 2–4], which have led researchers to investigate9
novel methods of extracting wind energy in urban environments, including the exploitation of aeroelastic flutter.10
Aeroelastic flutter constitutes only one of many classes of aeroelastic mechanisms that may occur in dynamic11
Fluid-Structure Interactions (FSIs), as illustrated in Fig. 1 through the concept of the “triangle of forces” proposed12
by [5]. However, given the context of this review, we restrict ourselves to applications involving flutter, where the13
aerodynamic and elastic forces dominate. Flutter has traditionally been classified as a destructive phenomena by14
the aeroelasticity research community, and is a highly non-linear problem due to the large strains and geometric15
deformations present, as well as the transient behaviour. One of the first documented cases of flutter traces back to the16
Handley Page 0/400 bomber in World War I, where self-excited fuselage- and tail-flutter would occur due to modal17
coalescence between two low-frequencymodes [6]. A more well-known example of flutter-induced destruction is the18
Tacoma Narrows bridge collapse in 1940, where torsional flutter at sufficiently large amplitudes caused catastrophic19
failure of the entire bridge.20
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Nomenclature
Variables
AEA Harvester electro-active area
Asur f ace Harvester surface area
Aswept Harvester swept area
b Beam width
C Capacitance
D Characteristic bluff-body dimension
fs Vortex shedding frequency
h Beam thickness
Iu,v,w Turbulence intensity of u, v or w velocities
k Material dependent constant
L Beam length
mp Beam mass per unit length
P Power
PA Power available in fluid flow
PB Power delivered to beam by flow
PArea Harvester area-based power density
PEAA Harvester electro-active area-based power density
Pmeanmax Maximum mean power
Pmean Mean power
PVolume Harvester volume-based power density
q˜max Experimental beam maximum amplitude
qmax Theoretical beam maximum amplitude
Rv
√
u2 + v2 + w2
RL Load resistance
RLopt Optimum load resistance
Re Reynolds number
St Strouhal number
Uz Mean flow speed at height z
U Flow speed
u, v,w Streamwise, cross-stream and vertical velocities
u′, v′,w′ Streamwise, cross-stream and vertical fluctuating veloc-
ities
Uc Critical flutter speed
V Harvester volume
VRMS Root-mean-square voltage
x, y, z Streamwise, cross-stream and vertical distances
Y Elastic modulus
Greek Symbols
η1 Hydrodynamic efficiency
η2 Electromechanical efficiency
η3 Electrical subsystem efficiency
ηC Capture efficiency
ηBetz Betz limit, equal to 0.593
ηiso Efficiency isoline
µ Mass ratio
ν Kinematic viscosity
ρ f Fluid density
ρs Beam density
φtip Maximum tip displacement of the normalised mode
shape
φ2 Normalised mode shape
ω Flutter frequency
Subscripts
RMS Root Mean Square
Piezoelectric materials are a class of materials that, given mechanical strain, output an electric charge, or vice21
versa1. These materials have generally been deployed in dynamic environments to sense, actuate, or to scavenge22
energy. Thus, during flutter, a compliant piezoelectric material could transduce fluidic kinetic energy to electrical23
energy. Another approach is to exploit flutter motions in an electromagnetic system to induce a changing magnetic24
field, generating electricity. One of the earliest known studies on piezoelectric flutter harvesters was by [7], where25
a thin beam bonded with polyvinylidene-fluoride (PVDF) piezoelectric patches was placed in the near wake of a26
bluff body. Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) was conducted and the data suggested that the beam flutter frequency27
could ’lock in’ with the bluff-body vortex shedding. Since this study, it has become clear that effective design and28
deployment of a piezoelectric harvester requires a detailed understanding of the mechanism of flutter, and the electro-29
mechanical dynamics inherent in such a system.30
In this review, we aim to provide an overview of the work done in the area of piezoelectric energy harvesting31
utilising flutter. In section 2, we explore two different types of flutter and their relevance to energy harvesting and in32
section 3, we review the realisation of these two methods. In section 4, we examine the wind characteristics relevant33
to flutter harvesting within the earth’s Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL). In section 5, we discuss work that has34
been done to address other components of flutter harvesters, as well as review different harvester performancemetrics.35
1The former is the direct piezoelectric effect, the latter is the converse piezoelectric effect; i.e. where an electric charge is applied to the
piezoelectric material and strain results.
2
Figure 1: The aeroelastic triangle of forces with flutter highlighted, in the context of aircraft analysis. Taken from [5].
Finally, in section 6 we present a discussion and concluding remarks.36
1.1. A note on performance metrics37
Flutter energy harvesting is a relatively novel field, and one still without a standardised technical method by which38
to represent harvester performance and efficiency. Thus, we think it expedient to introduce some mathematical terms39
used across the current literature for defining the performance of a flutter harvester, prior to the review.40
The output of interest from a harvester is the mean power, Pmean. In order to normalise the measured power, there41
have generally been three different definitions of power density, shown in Eqs. (1), (2) and (3);42
PArea =
Pmean
Asur f ace
, (1)
PEAA =
Pmean
AEA
, (2)
PVolume =
Pmean
V
, (3)
where PArea is the power density based on the total surface area of the harvester Asur f ace, PEAA is the power density43
based on the electro-active area of the harvester2 AEA , and PVolume is the power density based on the total volume of the44
harvester V . Throughout this article, results will be presented as reported from each study, with a detailed discussion45
of performance metrics conducted in section 5.2.46
2For example, the piezoelectric area only of a piezoelectric flutter harvester.
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2. Overview of relevant flutter types47
Flutter is an aeroelastic instability of a compliant structure immersed in a fluid flow. Different flutter types were48
classified based on the excitation and sustenance mechanisms in [8, 9]. Flutter of a structure may be instigated by a49
number of different flow phenomena; however, we restrict our review to two different types of flutter that have been50
exploited for piezoelectric energy harvesting previously.51
2.1. Movement-Induced Excitation52
Movement-Induced Excitation (MIE) is flutter that is self-excited through a resonant bending instability of the53
immersed structure [8, 9]. At a certain flow velocity, usually known as the critical flutter speed, negative damping of54
the structure occurs and divergence of structural deformations results.55
Seminal work by [10] using potential flow methods proved that MIE flutter is a self-excited and self-sustaining56
phenomenon,with [11] and [12] showing the strong dependence of MIE flutter on length and stiffness of the immersed57
structure. The work in [10] was extended in [13] and scaling laws were developed for two-dimensional compliant58
beams in a viscous flow, which showed the relationship between flutter frequency, critical flutter speed and other59
system parameters, as Eqs. (4) and (5);60
ω ∼
√
ρ fU2
ρshL
, (4)
Uc ∼
√
Yh3
ρ fL3
. (5)
Here, ω is the flutter frequency, Uc is the critical flutter speed, ρ f , ρs the fluid and beam densities respectively,61
U is the flow speed, h the beam thickness, L the beam length, and Y the beam elastic modulus. More recently, the62
validity of these scaling laws for three-dimensional, rectangular beams in a wind flow were experimentally verified in63
[14].64
It has been demonstrated that MIE flutter is a combination of in vacuo mode shapes, usually the first and second65
modes of vibration [15, 16]. This is true particularly if the non-dimensional mass ratio (Eq. 6) is relatively large;66
µ =
ρsh
ρ f L
, (6)
where µ is the mass ratio. It was found in [17] that for sufficiently small mass ratios, the beam flutter motions were67
governed chiefly by fluid added mass and viscous effects, rather than adhering to predicted modal displacements.68
Three distinct regimes of MIE flutter were identified in an analytical and computational study by [18], depending69
on beam length, stiffness and flow speed:70
1. Fixed-point stability, where subsequent to an initial disturbance the system experiences positive damping and71
the beam returns to a stretched-straight position;72
2. Limit-Cycle Oscillations (LCOs), whereMIE flutter eventuates and the beam tip displacements closely resemble73
a sinusoidal function; and74
3. Chaotic flapping, where the flutter is characterised by random snap-through events, large increases in drag and75
a broadband frequency response.76
These three regimes may clearly be identified in Fig. 2, which shows the transient response of three beams with77
differing mass ratios.78
In a subsequent study to [18], it was found by [19] that maximum bending strain energy was contained in the LCO79
regime, while energy outputs decreased significantly when the beam transitioned to chaotic flutter. This constitutes an80
important finding, since piezoelectric harvesters rely heavily upon the strain generated in the material.81
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Figure 2: The normalised trailing edge displacement plotted against the non-dimensional time for fixed point stability regime with µ = 0.025 (—
—), LCO regime with µ = 0.1 (—), and chaotic flapping regime with µ = 0.2 (– – –). Taken from [18].
2.2. Extraneously-Induced Excitation82
A second type of flutter that was classified in [8, 9] is Extraneously-Induced Excitation (EIE). EIE flutter of83
an immersed structure is excited and sustained through external, time-varying flow pressure gradients such as those84
generated by a von Ka´rman vortex street. Common types of EIE flutter are Vortex-Induced Vibrations (VIVs), or85
buffeting of an aircraft near the stall speed (see Fig. 1).86
Generally, in the context of energy harvesting, EIE flutter has seen greater utilisation than MIE flutter, despite the87
need for a more complex setup. Maximising the potential of EIE flutter to harvest wind energy requires matching the88
dynamics of the flutter harvester to the [upstream] bluff-body vortex shedding. There have been many studies on the89
vortex shedding of bluff bodies, and comprehensive reviews have been conducted elsewhere [e.g. 20, 21]. Instead, we90
focus on a few seminal investigations. Fundamental studies in the area of bluff-body vortex shedding were conducted91
by [22, 23], where it was shown experimentally that the Strouhal number (Eq. 7) is some function of the flow Reynolds92
number (Eq. 8);93
St =
fsD
U
, (7)
Re =
UD
ν
, (8)
where St is the non-dimensional Strouhal number, fs is the vortex shedding frequency, Re is the non-dimensional94
Reynolds number, D is a characteristic dimension of the bluff body (usually a diameter), and ν is the kinematic95
viscosity of the flow. For subcritical Reynolds numbers, i.e. 300 < Re < 3×105, the Strouhal number is approximately96
0.2 (Fig. 3). Thus, the shedding frequency of the bluff body may be tuned to a resonant frequency of a downstream97
beam in the near-wake, causing a significant increase in beam deformation amplitudes and subsequent strains and98
strain rates.99
Most work in the area of vortex-shedding analysis has focused on the cases where the prevailing flow direction100
is orthogonal to the bluff-body streamwise axis, e.g. a circular cylinder placed orthogonally to the streamwise flow101
direction. Typically, vortex shedding along the streamwise axis of a bluff body is relatively well correlated when the102
flow is orthogonal [24, 25]. However, when the bluff body is yawed into or away from the oncoming flow direction,103
the predicted Strouhal number deviates from the measured Strouhal number because of three dimensional flow effects104
in the body near wake [26]. In [24], it was observed that for a yaw angle of 60°, the deviation between predicted105
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Figure 3: The Strouhal-Reynolds number relationship for Re ≤ 1, 400. Taken from [22].
and measured Strouhal number could be as large as 40% for a circular cylinder. Given that vortex shedding and106
resonant frequency tuning is required for maximal energy harvesting potential, these mechanisms must be consid-107
ered; especially when an EIE flutter system is studied in an environment where the time-averaged flow direction is108
nondeterministic, such as in the atmospheric wind (see section 4).109
3. Harvester types110
In the previous section, we have briefly reviewed two types of flutter that have been exploited for the purposes111
of energy harvesting. Here, we focus more on the harvester apparatus itself and the work done specifically in the112
field of flutter energy harvesting. It should be noted that there has been work examining both EIE-type and MIE-type113
harvesters [27].114
3.1. Common piezoelectric materials115
As shown in Eq. (5) in section 2.1, the critical flutter speed of an immersed beam varies as
(
Yh3
)1/2
, the effective116
stiffness of the beam. Thus, for flutter to occur the stiffness must be low enough such that a realistic3 critical flutter117
speed is obtained. This has led researchers to utilise compliant beams and in particular, compliant piezoelectric mate-118
rials. Although there are many different types of piezoelectric materials, there have generally been three piezoelectric119
materials used in the field of flutter harvesting; namely, Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT), PVDF, and Macro-Fibre120
Composite (MFC). Electromechanical properties of each of these materials varies with design and manufacturing pro-121
cesses, and it is not our intent to provide an exhaustive list of properties; rather, a brief and general overview of each122
material.123
3“Realistic”, in this context, refers to critical flutter speeds that would be routinely encountered in an outdoor environment, where these har-
vesters are envisioned to be deployed. See section 4 for more details.
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Figure 4: Schematic of (a) −31 and (b) −33 piezoelectric modes of operation.
(a) (b)
Figure 5: (a) Typical MFC [33] and (b) PVDF patches [34]
PZT was discovered in 1950, and since then has become the main piezoelectric ceramic used for a wide variety124
of dynamic sensing applications [28]. Although PZT is technically classed as a ceramic, with a high stiffness that125
would be unsuited for lower-frequency applications such as flutter harvesters, modern manufacturing techniques have126
allowed for PZT patches that are deployable in low-frequency energy harvesting applications (e.g. [29]). This has127
lead to the development of MFCs, which are generally comprised of precision engineered PZT fibres enclosed in128
adhesives, electrodes, and polyimide film [30], see Fig. 5a. MFCs are capable of relatively high power densities129
compared with other piezoelectric materials, with [31] reporting PEAA up to 440 µW/cm
2; this is due to the relatively130
high piezoelectric coefficients, especially in the −31 bending mode (Fig. 4).131
In 1969, it was found that PVDF exhibited strong piezoelectric properties and, due to lower costs and greater132
availability, have replaced PZT and MFCs in many sensory and battery applications [32], see Fig. 5b. PVDF must133
undergo a poling process, where the polymer is strained and placed within a strong poling [electric] field. Also, since134
PVDF is a polymer it can be engineered to suit many different stiffness and toughness requirements, giving a versatility135
advantage over PZT and MFCs. However, despite these advantages, PVDFs possess relatively low piezoelectric136
coefficients and by comparison, generally output an order of magnitude less power than anMFC of similar dimensions.137
3.2. Movement-Induced Excitation harvesters138
MIE flutter harvesting has been investigated at a fundamental level. A “flutter mill” was investigated by [35],139
which consisted of a cantilevered metallic beam oscillating between two magnetic panels thereby inducing an electric140
charge (Fig. 6). It was found there that the power outputs were comparable to a representative Horizontal Axis Wind141
Turbine (HAWT) at lower wind velocities, and exceeded HAWT outputs at higher wind velocities. The work in [35]142
was furthered by [36] and instead a cantilevered beam with a PZT bonded to the surface was examined (Fig. 7).143
Experiments agreed with theory relatively well and demonstrated that at a wind speed of 27 m/s (∼ 100 km/h) a144
power per unit length of 870 W/m could be attained. However, winds of this magnitude would rarely be encountered145
in outdoor conditions. In [37], a low-stiffness beam in a viscous flow was studied, similar to the study by [18], but146
for the purposes of energy harvesting. It was shown that the energy harvesting potential depends highly upon the147
piezoelectric layer thickness, coupling factor and resistivity of the piezoelectric circuit. In [38], a fluttering PVDF148
uni-morph was examined and a novel energy-capture circuit using a quasi-resonant rectifier was developed, which149
gave several times more power output than a conventional circuit using full-wave rectification.150
One of the first concepts of a deployable flutter energy harvester was by [39], who envisioned a tree-like construct151
consisting of potentially hundreds of ‘leaf-stalk’-type piezoelectric harvesters, see Fig. 8. This concept was realised152
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Figure 6: Flutter mill utilising a changing magnetic field for electrical current induction. Taken from [35].
in a study in smooth, parallel-flow conditions with a PVDF uni-morph stalk hinged to a polymeric leaf, and it was153
found that with a certain harvester configuration, PEAA ≤ 45 µW/cm2 were attained [40, 41]. It was also noted that a154
triangularly shaped leaf caused the greatest power outputs amongst other geometric shapes, though no reasons were155
given as to why this was the case. Also, it was still unknown what the effects of a hinge had on the dynamics of156
the system, and so in [42] analytical, experimental and numerical studies were performed in smooth, parallel flow to157
determine the effects of a hinge, and its span-wise location. It was found that by introducing a hinge into the beam158
at half-span, the flutter frequency and critical flutter speed were reduced by nearly 50% compared to a uniform beam.159
Placing the hinge near the beam root at a vibration node gave similar behaviour to the uniform beam; placing the160
hinge near the beam free-end increased the system stability and caused flutter to occur in a higher order mode shape.161
The corollary of these results are that placement of the hinge along the energy harvester length could be used to tailor162
the harvester to a specific environment.163
In [43] the aeroelastic parameters of their leaf-stalk flutter harvester (Fig. 10) were studied and it was discovered164
that by altering the leaf mass properties, significant differences in flutter behaviour would result. Similar findings165
were also reported in [44]; by changing the leaf geometric properties, the harvester could be tailored to different166
environments (i.e. with high or low prevailing wind speeds). This is important to consider since maximum power167
output is achieved when the harvester is in LCOs. Findings showed that the quantity of leaf area – not distribution168
(Fig. 9), affected the regime in which the harvester fluttered. Larger areas for a given wind speed tended the harvester169
to chaotic flutter with significantly reduced power output [44].170
Work has also been done on understanding the aerodynamic proximity effects between multiple flutter harvesters.171
Work in [46, 47] involved flow visualisation on two of their harvesters placed in tandem, and it was observed that the172
trailing harvester would output up to 20% greater power than the leading harvesters, due to wake effects. Elsewhere173
in [48], 40% greater output power from the trailing harvester was reported. The underlying mechanism governing174
this phenomenon was studied with flow visualisation and synchronised dual-camera setups (Fig. 11) to determine the175
specific cause of the power output increases [49, 50]. It was found that the cause originated from the near-wake flow176
structures, shed from the leading harvester, increasing the PVDF tip velocity of the trailing harvester via phase-locked177
pressure gradients. The increase in tip velocity related to an increase in PVDF strain rate, increasing output voltage178
and [hence] power.179
The generation of bending strain is essential to the transduction from mechanical to electrical energy in a piezo-180
electric material and generally the strain has resulted from pure bending. However, torsional strains may increase the181
total energy harvesting potential of flutter harvesters. Alternate harvester configurations were investigated by [51, 52]182
8
Figure 7: Flutter mill utilising a PZT patch bonded to a uniform beam. Taken from [36].
Figure 8: The piezoelectric tree concept. Taken from [39].
(Fig. 12b), whereby the flow would excite both torsional and bendingmodes of the harvester. Though previous studies183
stated that torsional modal excitation could add as much as 30% to total power output with base excitation [53], it was184
found that for their harvesters the flow-induced torsional excitation contributed several orders of magnitude less power185
output than the bending strains [51, 52]. Moreover, the alternate configuration output less power over the wind speed186
testing range than the conventional configuration because of the deviation from pure bending. A vertical-stalk con-187
figuration was tested in [40, 41] (Fig. 13) and it was discovered that due to the relatively large bending deformations188
compared to the conventional configuration, higher power outputs were attained.189
3.3. Extraneously-Induced Excitation harvesters190
One of the first studies into EIE flutter harvesting was by [7], where a compliant beam with PVDF patches bonded191
to the surface was placed in the near wake of a vortex shedding flat plate (Fig. 14). Though power outputs were not192
reported, it was discovered that in order to maximise power output the vortex shedding should lock in with a natural193
frequency of the harvester. Lock-in need not necessarily be with the fundamental vibration mode of the harvester;194
increases in power output were still realised when the vortex shedding was tuned to the second vibration mode of a195
leaf-stalk harvester [45]. [54] and [38] examined harvesters with similar geometry to the study by [7], and suggested196
that groupings of these harvesters could be capable of power densities greater than a conventional HAWT. [55, 56]197
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(a)
(b)
Figure 9: Differing leaf area (a) quantities with a fixed distribution, and (b) distributions with a fixed quantity. Taken from [45].
Figure 10: Leaf-stalk type harvester with PZT patch bonded to a thin steel beam. Taken from [46].
conducted PIV experiments and three-way, two dimensional aero-electro-mechanical simulations using coupled Com-198
putational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations to determine outputs of a piezoelectric beam in the wake of a circular199
cylinder. The harvester was in a free-clamped configuration, as opposed to conventional clamped-free designs usually200
investigated, see Fig. 15. Even though the lift and drag coefficients obtained in the simulation were in relatively good201
agreement with findings elsewhere, two dimensional predictions of near-wake vorticity are known to be inaccurate202
due to the absence of modelling the three dimensional flow effects [e.g. 57–60]. Interestingly, [55] found that along203
the cylinder centreline in the wake, the power output of the piezoelectric beam dropped off as (x/D)−3/2, where x204
is the downstream distance of a piezoelectric beam and D is cylinder diameter. This result was qualitatively con-205
sistent with work in [47] and [48–50]. Later work in [61] involved a vortex generator with a piezoelectric beam in206
a free-clamped configuration, which enabled controlled generation of vortices and permitted a detailed study of the207
fluid-structure interactions occurring. Two methodologies were presented by which the fluctuating pressure distribu-208
tion over the piezoelectric beam, due to the vortices, could be determined. Utilising the PIV data, [61] employed both209
the control volume momentum balance method [see: 62] and direct integration of the pressure over the beam from the210
Navier-Stokes equations. The solutions from both methods agreed reasonably well.211
A different approach to EIE harvesting was taken by [63], where circular cylinders were placed in tandem at212
varying spacings in a flow (Fig. 16). The cylinders were attached to piezoelectric disc transducers near the root213
and permitted to vibrate in the cross-stream direction only. Initial tests showed that power outputs were significantly214
lower than other harvesters, due to the size and quality of piezoelectric material selected. However, there were findings215
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(a)
(b)
Figure 11: (a) Top- and (b) side-views of tandem-harvester flow-visualisation studies by [50].
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Figure 12: (a) Horizontal and (b) asymmetric harvester configurations studied in [51, 52].
similar to [47] and [50], in that there seemed to be an optimum tandem spacing between harvesters that caused trailing216
harvesters to output significantly more power than the leading one. This is in contrast to HAWTs, which are generally217
not placed in tandem configurations due to streamwise energy deficits in near-wakes [64]. [65] examined so-called218
“piezoelectric grass”, where multiple PZT patches were arranged such that bending vibrations occurred in a bluff-219
body near-wake flow (Fig. 17). 1 mW per PZT cantilever was obtained at a flow velocity of around 11.5 m/s, and it220
was concluded that optimum turbulence conditions exist to maximise power outputs. Temporal and spatial turbulence221
scales were measured using custom built pressure probes, but the frequency response characteristics of these probes222
became undesirable above 300 Hz, which is insufficient for high-fidelity turbulence measurements (e.g. see [66]).223
4. Wind characteristics and the Atmospheric Boundary Layer224
Almost all the research into energy harvesters has been carried out in smooth flow domains; either experimental225
or computational. EIE flutter harvesting thus far, though exploiting bluff-body vortex shedding, have been mostly in226
deterministic conditions with the dominant driving frequency being the vortex street excited in smooth upstream flow;227
thus effectively disregarding other sources of aerodynamic flow energy4. The majority of research thus far has been on228
harvesters that will potentially harness energy from the atmospheric wind and when placed in this flow environment,229
4Refers to other sources of energy inherent in a flow that usually are ignored because the dominant [vortex] shedding mode is of key interest.
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Figure 13: Vertical leaf-stalk harvester configuration studied by [40, 41].
U
D
x L
Figure 14: A beam with PVDF patches fluttering behind a flat plate. Image adapted from [7].
harvesters will be exposed to a flow that is much more complex. Assuming harvesters will be placed relatively close230
to the ground (in a similar manner to conventional rotary wind generators) they will be immersed in the lower levels231
of the Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL, sometimes termed the planetary boundary layer); a region where the wind232
are significantly influenced by the roughness of the ground.233
4.1. Characteristics of the ABL234
Mean wind speeds increase with height up to the Gradient Height, essentially the thickness of the ABL. This235
variation of velocity with height and the associated turbulence characteristics has been studied for many years, and is236
known to vary significantly with elevation and ground roughness [67], see Fig. 18. It is also influenced by the stability237
of the atmosphere (adiabatic, or various degrees of stability) [68], but this effect is not considered further here.238
The relatively small size of fluttering energy harvesters means that it is likely that the time-averaged velocity gra-239
dient in the ABL can be ignored; however the turbulence levels at any point in space can be significant. Knowledge of240
how the flow environment is likely to vary in time and space – particularly at the scales applicable to energy harvesters241
– is useful for evaluation and optimisation of harvesters in either computational models or physical replications of the242
“real world” flows. Hence here we consider the turbulent flow environment in more detail.243
The ABL has been documented by many workers and a large volume of work exists on understanding the turbu-244
lence inherent in atmospheric winds and its effects on the response of (essentially rigid) structures and aircraft; see for245
example [69, 70]. A recent book documents the last fifty years of wind engineering [71], including the possibilities246
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Figure 15: Two-dimensional aero-structural-electrical simulation of free-clamped harvester immersed in a vortex street. Taken from [56].
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Figure 16: The (a) experimental specimens and (b) experimental setup of the tandem circular cylinders studied by [63].
of prediction via CFD. Information has been obtained by meteorologists and wind engineers using relatively large247
anemometers on fixed masts at heights5 well removed from the ground in order to predict loadings on masts, tall248
buildings, etc. [72–79].249
It is useful to consider the likelihood of experiencing any given level of mean atmospheric wind. Whilst mean250
wind speeds vary with several factors, including; time of day, month of the year, location, elevation etc. (and details251
can be found from meteorological agencies for specific locations and times), an example is provided for illustrative252
purposes, see Fig. 19a. These data are for a coastal site and were obtained from an anemometer placed at 10 m from253
the ground. It can be seen that the most likely wind speed is of the order of 6 m/s and the likelihood of experiencing254
calm is about 7%. In Fig. 19b the variation of mean monthly wind speed is shown at an elevation of 10 m for the centre255
of a large city (Melbourne, Australia) and the average wind speed is about 11 km/h (∼ 3 m/s). The city centre has a256
noticeably lower average wind speed than the coastal site, which is common for many parts of the world. The local257
wind conditions will be influenced by the specific location; including elevation effects (due to the average velocity258
profile), as well as possible over- or under-speed regions influenced by the wind effects of buildings or other obtrusions259
in the landscape. However these site-specific considerations are out of the scope of this review.260
A compendium of many sources of data on the ABL can be found in [77] which summaries data up to 1974 and261
[78] revises and summarises single point data to 1985. A third data sheet, [79] details the variations in atmospheric262
turbulence in space and time for strong winds. A depiction of atmospheric turbulence is given in Fig. 20 (note the263
person standing in the left hand side for an indication of scale). Although surface tension effects minimise the influence264
of the extremely small structures in the atmosphere, distortion of the soap film depicts some of the small-to-medium265
5Anemometers are generally placed well away from local influences at an elevation of 10 m.
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(a) (b)
Figure 17: The (a) PZT patches and (b) plan view of the piezoelectric grass studied by [65].
Figure 18: Mean wind profiles for a range of ground roughness, from [67].
scale structures in the first few metres of the ABL. The influence of various scale eddies are apparent, ranging from266
less than half a metre to approximately 15 m (the total length of the bubble is 32 metres).267
Turbulence intensities for the three orthogonal velocities give a measure of relative gustiness in the atmosphere,268
and for the streamwise (along-wind) turbulence intensity;269
Iu =
u′
RMS
Rv
, (9)
where u′
RMS
is the root-mean-square of the fluctuating streamwise velocity and Rv =
√
u2 + v2 + w2, the over-bar270
denoting mean quantites. Note that to obtain cross-stream or vertical turbulence intensities, u′ is replaced with v′ or271
w′ respectively in Eq. (9). The mean velocities and intensities vary primarily with terrain and height from the ground.272
For very rough terrain, such as the city centre depicted on the left hand side of Fig. 18, intensities can reach 50%273
close to the ground. [81] has measured the variations of intensities in the vertical direction up to about 20 m for274
smoother “suburban” terrain, such as shown in the centre of Fig. 18. From such measurements it can be seen that with275
increasing closeness to the ground the turbulence intensity increases and changes characteristics (Fig. 21). As the276
ground surface is approached the vertical fluctuations are attenuated, thus turbulent energy is mainly in the horizontal277
plane. However, there can still be significant energy in all directions in the last few metres of the Earth’s surface. It is278
clear that when the harvesters are placed in any terrain within the ABL, the upstream flow will be far from smooth.279
The spectra of the three orthogonal velocity components provide descriptions of the frequency contents. Whilst280
there is a wealth of data from wind engineering and meteorological measurements on this topic the focus has been on281
strong winds at higher elevations under conditions of neutral thermal stability. Note that spectra can be presented in282
dimensionless or dimensional forms (the latter will be used here) where the latter has units of (m/s)2/Hz.283
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(a) (b)
Figure 19: Representative wind statistics from [80] showing (a) probability of occurrence and (b) typical monthly variations for two different sites.
Note the difference in velocity units.
Figure 20: The longest bubble in the world. (Image courtesy of Alan McKay, copyright Garry Norman).
A dimensional energy spectrum of the streamwise turbulencemeasured during relatively strong winds encompass-284
ing a very wide frequency range is shown in Fig. 22. Data were obtained via anemometers located in “very rough”285
terrain at approximately 100 m from the ground. Whilst these data are for a specific location, [74] noted that the286
spectra from other locations exhibit similar spectral gaps and amplitudes. Four distinct peaks can be seen in the spec-287
trum. They include three peaks at very low frequencies, which could be considered as quasi-static in terms of energy288
harvester dynamics. Of most relevance is the peak at the right hand end. It is separated from the longer-term “weather289
map” peaks by a gap centred at a period of one hour, suggesting that a one-hour average will capture turbulence effects290
in the ABL well and will exclude the longer-term influences. Since the scale of energy harvesters is small it is likely291
that we are only interested in time scales that are shorter than a few tens of seconds thus the most influential energy292
will be in the so-called micrometeorological range.293
The data shown in Fig. 21 (and for the data compiled in [77–79]) were obtained with averaging periods of typically294
20-60 minutes and are high-pass filtered to eliminate the very low frequency components resulting from “weather-295
map” fluctuations. This was done on the basis that the influence of large scale, low frequency fluctuations in the296
wind can be considered as quasi-static on buildings and structures. Clearly this will also be the cases for smaller297
objects such as energy harvesters. From Fig. 21 and data given in [77–79] it can be seen that the range of streamwise298
turbulence intensity is between 15 to 20% reducing with elevation up to 20 m. However this also includes scales of299
turbulence that are considerably larger than the harvesters (but still significant for a building). Thus a very wide range300
of intensities and scales can be experienced in the ABL, depending upon terrain and elevation. When considering301
replication of this turbulent environment the selected intensity will depend upon at which frequency one decides to302
consider as quasi-static.303
4.2. Flutter harvesting in ABL environment304
The flow direction, relative to the ground, can vary in the range 0°to 360°. Thus the wind may also approach the305
harvester from any direction in the outdoor environment.306
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Figure 21: Turbulence intensity profiles for “suburban terrain” , from [81].
Work by [45, 82, 83] involved investigation of the behaviour of a leaf-stalk harvester exploiting EIE flutter in a307
replicated ABL flow. Though EIE flutter could only be exploited for parallel-flow conditions, the output power from308
the harvester was compared in smooth and turbulent flows with varying wind speeds and direction (Fig. 23). Aspects309
of the ABL were replicated by using turbulence-generation grids mounted in the inlet of an industrial wind tunnel.310
Only length and temporal scales relevant to the harvester size were generated, since generating the entire spectra of311
the ABL is infeasible. The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 24. The turbulence intensity selected was 12.7% –312
relatively low when compared to intensities encountered in the ABL; however, this percentage does not include the313
low frequency energy associated with the larger turbulence scales in the atmosphere. That is, this 12.7% intensity is314
only the high frequency part of the ABL spectrum; thus, it may be considered as the most relevant part of the relatively315
broad micrometeorological spectrum.316
Results showed that regardless of smooth or turbulent flow, PEAA from the harvester decreased significantly given317
off-axis winds. However, slightly higher power outputs were reported from the harvester at highly off-axis flow318
directions in turbulence at higher wind speeds, due to the energy of fluctuations exciting higher-order vibration modes319
of the harvester. It is clear that for off-axis winds, turbulence provided a marginal advantage over smooth flow at higher320
wind speeds. Conversely, for parallel flow turbulence was detrimental to harvester performance. These observations321
may be seen in Figs. 25 and 26, where the yaw angle results are compared for smooth and turbulent flow, respectively.322
5. Embodiment and optimisation323
5.1. Flutter harvester system324
There are other areas in flutter harvesting other than just the flutter harvester itself. The voltage generated by a325
flutter harvester may be used readily for charging a battery, or for immediate use in powering a ULP device. Generally,326
it is not feasible to utilise the voltage straight from the harvester – it must be conditioned through a circuit system.327
Thus, the flutter harvester and energy capture circuitry could be considered as a flutter harvesting system. There have328
been studies that have examined the system as a whole, or solely the energy capture circuitry. [84] conducted a similar329
investigation to [7], with an energy harvesting “eel” placed in the wake of a vortex shedding bluff body. However, the330
focus of their study was more on electrical subsystem optimisation, rather than flutter dynamics. [84] reported the use331
of a switched resonant-power conversion, which could overcome a number of difficulties with low-frequency voltage332
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Figure 22: Spectrum of turbulence at 100 m from [74].
generation from a PVDF (Fig. 27). It was found that using this type of circuit the electromechanical conversion333
efficiency of the PVDF reached a maximum of 37%6. [38] also implemented a similar circuit design to that of [84],334
called a quasi-resonant rectifier circuit, used for DC applications. The quasi-resonant rectifier circuit caused higher335
outputs than conventional full-wave rectification (Fig. 28).336
An important aspect of flutter harvesting is the dependence of the output power with resistive loading in the circuit.337
It is well known that the power output from an AC voltage source is given as;338
Pmean =
V2
RMS
RL
, (10)
where VRMS is the root-mean-square voltage and RL is the load resistance. [85] showed that the optimum load resis-339
tance may be approximated as;340
RLopt ≈
1
ωC
, (11)
where ω is the oscillation frequency, and C is the piezoelectric capacitance. Furthermore, it was seen in Eq. (4) (p. 4)341
that the flutter frequency depends linearly on the free-stream flow speed, ω ∝ U. [14] then showed that;342
ω = k
√
ρ fU2
ρshL
, (12)
where k is some material dependent constant. By substituting Eq. (12) into Eq. (11) and subsequently into Eq. (10)343
the parameters on which maximum power output depend can be seen as;344
Pmeanmax ≈ V2RMS kC
√
ρ fU2
ρshL
. (13)
6Note that this is not the transduction efficiency from fluid kinetic energy to electrical energy through flutter of the piezoelectric material, but
rather the efficiency of the conversion from mechanical strain energy to electrical energy.
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Figure 23: Sign convention for (a) yaw angle and (b) pitch angle. Taken from [45].
EIE test rig
PVDF harvester
Turbulence grids at inlet
Figure 24: Photograph of the EIE rig installed in an industrial wind tunnel. Adapted from [45].
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Figure 25: PEAA versus yaw angle and wind speed in smooth flow, with zero applied pitch angle. Uncertainty at 95% confidence is denoted by
vertical red bars on the 0 and 180° cases. Adapted from [45].
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Figure 26: PEAA versus yaw angle and wind speed in turbulent flow, with zero applied pitch angle. Uncertainty at 95% confidence is denoted by
vertical red bars on the 0 and 180° cases. Adapted from [45].
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Figure 27: Switched resonant-power circuit used by [84].
Figure 28: Comparison of full-wave and quasi-resonant rectifier circuits in [38].
There has been previous work on developing an active, self-powered resistance tuning mechanisms for flutter345
harvesters, but [86] proved that self-tuning never results in a net positive power output. Therefore, most studies346
simply tuned the resistance to a certain flow speed (or vibration frequency) of interest (e.g. see the review by [87]).347
A few studies involved a range of wind speeds and so the resistance was tuned to the median wind speed [45, 88];348
however in a environment where the wind speeds are only quantified via statistical data, it would be more effective to349
tune the resistance to the mode wind speed.350
5.2. Performance metrics351
The determination of a robust method by which to quantify a flutter harvester’s performance is of great importance.352
However, there have been varied, and sometimes contradicting, methods by which flutter harvester performance has353
been quantified.354
It is known that the power contained in a fluid flow is given by;355
PA =
1
2
ρ fAsweptU
3, (14)
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where PA is the power available in the fluid flow and Aswept is the cross-stream area “occupied” by the generator, such356
as a swept area disc of an axial rotary wind turbine, or the rectangular area “seen” by the flow approaching a Vertical357
Axis Wind Turbine (VAWT). Upon consideration of an unbounded flow, the well known Betz limit applies [89]; only358
a maximum of 59.3% of total energy in the wind may be extracted by a turbine rotor across an area. Most modern359
wind turbines are only capable of extracting around 40% of the total energy available in the wind. Thus, there are two360
important issues to be addressed with regards to the potential efficiency of flutter harvesters:361
1. Does the Betz limit (or a similar fundamental principle) apply to flutter harvesters, and362
2. How may the performance of a flutter harvester be effectively quantified in a range of flow conditions?363
From fundamental considerations it would appear that the Betz limit applies and [90] stated that flutter harvesting364
indeed should be subject to the Betz limit. [35] studied the energy transfer between the flutter harvester and the365
surrounding fluid and discovered that at different span-wise locations along the beam length, energy would either be366
pumped in to the beam to sustain flutter motions, or energywould be pumped from the beam into the surrounding fluid.367
However, no concrete method by which to calculate flutter-mill efficiency was presented and comparison to existing368
HAWTs involved assuming an identical wind-receiving area, Aswept. Both [36] and [37] cited that the “capture”369
efficiency – the efficiency of converting flow energy to strain energy, depended on Aswept = 2bqmax, where b is the370
beam width and qmax is the maximum theoretical amplitude of the beam during LCOs. [36] derived an expression for371
the capture efficiency ηC in terms of the power delivered by the flow to the beam PB and the power in the flow PA, as372
Eq. (15);373
ηC =
PB
PA
≈
1
2
mpω
∫ L
0
(
q˜max
φtip
Lφ2ω
)2
dx
ρ fU3(bqmax)
, (15)
where mp is the mass per unit length of the beam, q˜max is the maximum experimental normalised beam tip displace-374
ment, φtip is the maximum tip displacement of the normalised mode shape, and φ2 is the normalised mode shape. With375
this metric, the flow-to-structural energy conversion efficiency of the harvester studied by [36] was calculated to be376
just over 17% over a relatively wide band of wind speeds, while [37] reported a capture efficiency of around 10.6%.377
Note that these efficiencies do not include the efficiency of the electrical subsystem and thus actual efficiencies would378
be lower.379
A simpler, implicit approach was suggested by [84], who stated that;380
P =
1
2
η1η2η3Asweptρ fU
3, (16)
where P is the harvester power output, η1, η2 and η3 are the hydrodynamic (i.e. flow-to structural energy), electrome-381
chanical, and electrical (i.e. electrical subsystem) efficiencies respectively.382
Other approaches to defining flutter harvester performance metrics have been taken. Instead of dealing with the383
efficiency, normalised power outputs have been reported. Power or energy densities have been defined in a few384
different ways, as previously mentioned in section 1.1. [40] defined a power output per unit area or per unit volume of385
the entire harvester, while others have cited power densities in terms of power per unit area of electro-active material386
only [45]. Table 1 details different power density calculation methods for studies where raw data were available; it387
is evident that just by changing the method by which the performance metric is calculated, different results may be388
reported.389
[90] defined power density as the power output per unit swept area of the harvester, and gave a brief review of the390
efficiencies of other piezoelectric harvesters (Fig. 29). The efficiency isolines are given by the function;391
P
Aswept
=
1
2
ρ fU
3ηBetzηiso, (17)
where ηBetz = 0.593 is the Betz limit, and ηiso = [0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1] are the isolines. Interestingly, the392
efficiency of the harvester reported in [36] (17%) seems to contradict the value reported in [90] (< 0.01%), presumably393
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Device PEAA (mW/cm
2) PVolume (mW/cm
3) U (m/s) RL (MΩ)
[40]’s short vertical stalk 0.045 0.31 8 10
[92]’s small windmilla 0.012 0.0051 4.5 0.02
[46]’s harvester 0.12 0.096 7 Actively tuned
aThe windmill used consisted of 18 piezoelectric bi-morphs, where the bi-morphs consist of two uni-morphs bonded
together. Thus, the total electro-active area was the length × width of one bi-morph multiplied by a factor of 36.
Table 1: Comparison of piezoelectric harvester power output per electro-active area and per total device volume.
 
Figure 29: A comparison of different harvester performances relative to the Betz limit by [90]. Note that the EM and piezoelectric turbines are not
actual flutter (oscillator) energy harvesters, but have been included for comparison.
due to the differing methods of determining harvester efficiency. It is postulated, but not conclusively stated, that the394
efficiencies reported using the method in [90] would change if, per say, Eq. (15) were utilised instead. Other workers395
disregarded the Betz limit altogether in their efficiency calculations [27]. To date, there is still a lack of a standardised396
method by which the efficiency of a fluttering harvester may be evaluated. This is a relatively major concern and must397
be addressed fundamentally in forthcoming work.398
While it may not be possible to compare efficiencies between turbine (i.e. rotational) type and flutter harvesters399
yet, it can be seen from Fig. 29 that by normalising the output power by the swept area – the disc swept by the blades400
in a turbine, and [ostensibly] the cross-stream area occupied by the oscillator harvester, oscillator harvesters are not far401
behind turbines. This is especially true for the electromagnetic (EM) flutter harvesters, and the piezoelectric harvester402
by [91] that exploited aerodynamic galloping, not flutter.403
6. Concluding remarks404
Aside from the ultra low power densities and potential long Return On Investments (ROIs), one of the greatest405
challenges for flutter harvesting appears to be overcoming quantification and alleviation of fatigue damage. Flutter406
has historically been considered an adverse phenomenon because of the cyclic stresses and strains that occur in the407
structure as a result. Most modern aerodynamic or hydrodynamic designs are such that component flutter is avoided408
when operatingwithin the design envelope of the vehicle (or device). Even so, stress-cycle (S−n) curves are known for409
most metallic and composite materials prevalent in industry today. A gap in research exists in determining the fatigue410
life of a piezoelectric flutter harvester. Though a review of the few studies done in this area is outside the scope of411
the review here, it is quickly becoming necessary to determine the fatigue behaviour of flutter harvesters. It is highly412
likely that performance degradation occurs over time – the prevailing question is, how much time? PVDF damage413
was documented qualitatively by [45] after completing the study (Fig. 30), but no fatigue metrics were suggested.414
It is also important that a performancemetric for flutter-harvester evaluation must be set in place as interest grows.415
Without a standard performance metric, cost-effectiveness and ROI are unknowns and investment risk is high. There416
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Fatigue
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Figure 30: Suspected superficial fatigue damage of the harvester in the study by [45].
are many documented cases of flutter harvesting in an idealised (i.e. smooth, unidirectional) flow, and it could be417
that ROI is based on harvester performance in these ideal conditions, which will be extended when compared to the418
realistic outdoors. To the author’s knowledge, other factors such as weather, have not been considered anywhere419
in the literature. Precipitation could have an added-mass effect on a flutter harvester which could alter harvester420
performance.421
Nevertheless, piezoelectric flutter harvesting has increased in attractiveness and potential, due to the require-422
ment for alternative methods to scavenge energy in quiescent environments. In [93] it was stated that there is a423
move of Ultra-Low Power (ULP) technologies7 from the conceptual state to the deployable design space. Examples424
of such technologies include wireless sensor nodes or certain types of LED lights. Given that some piezoelectric425
flutter systems possess electro-active area-based power densities as high as 440 µW/cm2 [31], a piezoelectric flutter-426
based system could potentially provide a cost-effective, off-grid solution to powering ULP technologies, in contrast427
to smaller-scale wind turbines as covered in section 1. Compliant piezoelectric materials continue to decrease in428
price (prices vary widely with dimensions but recently have been reported to be as low as 1¢/cm2 (USD) for PVDF429
films that are un-poled8 [94]) and flutter systems may become comparable to existing renewable-energy technologies.430
For example, Photo-Voltaic (PV) technology was recently stated to cost as low as 2.2¢/cm2 (USD) for a commercial431
silicon module with an efficiency of 16% [95].432
There are other advantages to a piezoelectric flutter harvester system, in that such a system would potentially433
be quieter and possibly safer than a small-scale wind turbine. While a flutter system is likely to be much more434
susceptible to fatigue than a wind turbine, structural failure is less likely to cause any significant property damage or435
harm to bystanders.436
In general, conventional wind turbines are not placed in tandem due to adverse wake effects, which cause problems437
in trailing turbines (loss of power, turbulence-induced vibration, gearbox resonance, etc.), see [64]. However, flutter438
harvesters under certain conditions appear to perform beneficially when placed in tandem. The ability to potentially439
extract more power from a trailing harvester in the wake of another harvester is attractive; however, the benefit decays440
after three or four harvester-lengths downstream [47]. This phenomenon could allow for more space-efficient designs441
compared with existing wind farm layouts. This is especially useful in highly urban environments, where space is442
considered a commodity. The matrix-like flutter harvester design initially proposed by [54], shown in Fig. 31, could443
become a reality now that harvester proximity effects are more fully understood [e.g. 50, 96]. However such an444
embodiment would need the harvester system to be aligned with the flow direction, which will not be the case for445
fixed systems in the ABL.446
7ULP technologies are devices that consume low amounts of power – in the milli- or microwatt range.
8Refers to PVDF films that have not been poled through an electrostatic field and hence do not have piezoelectric properties.
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Figure 31: A matrix-like flutter harvesting device proposed by [54].
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